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Abstract 
In the new media the communication trends are extensively altering. 

Usage of enormous amount of text data is burdensome and intricate. 

Extensive handling of emoji is broad spreader in the ubiquitous 

communications devices. This simplifies the convolution of handling and 

storing of massive text messages in repeated sequence. In this approach we 

have gone through various methods of emotional expressions in different 

smart phones and other hand held devices.  Widely usage of such digital 

emotional expressions has achieved so much importance and relevance in 

digital communication media.   

Using of such emoji like symbols has got significance and feasibility as it 

reduces the time and storage. In this work we propose an analysis to 
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simplify the emoji usage, as in the case when similar and multiple emoji 

messages are received into one handheld device. The proposed simple 

algorithm reduces the storage space using the replacement of emoji with 

their index number.  Indices are being stored into a dynamic array so that 

the memory usage is minimized during the program. This work can be 

extended in order to evacuate redundancy and data reiteration in the future  

Key Words:Emoji, unicode, transformation, multihued, dissimilarity 

pattern. 
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1. Introduction 

In real world online chat refer to any kind of handheld communication devices 

over the internet that offers a real time transmission of text messages, videos, 

audios and documents from sender to receiver. Emojis have become an essential 

part of our expression while sending a text, or when you chat with your friends 

with emotional exchange of communications. It is the new messaging trend! 

Since a lot of people found it as a better way of communication, Emojis have 

become a vital one when it comes to Digital marketing as well.  Reasons for 

why one should use such graphical symbols for communication that it may 

speak more than text messages. It also reduces negative responses.  

Emojis are formed by various combinations of keyboard characters and each 

emoji has coded with a unique Unicode, the Unicode is stored in the database 

with size 4 byte characters. Emojis are UTF-8 encoded symbols. In Order to 

save the emojis in any Database, the database column type should support  

encoding of UTF-8 format. UTF-8 format is coded with character compromise 

that can be as compact as ASCII (if the data is the form of text written in 

English) it also evolved with Unicode with augmented volume in file. UTF 

(Unicode Transformation Format) which is used to symbolize 8 blocks in a 

Character. The numeral of blocks desirable to signify a character varies from 1 

to 4. Unicode Version 9.0, was officially released in 21
st
 June 2016 adding 72 new 

emojis in the repository  

In 20
th

 June 2017 Unicode 10 is released with updating 8158 new characters of 

which 56 were new emojis.  In Unicode 11 many updates and additions are 

expected in no time.  In this work we propose an analysis to simplify the emoji 

usage with the replacement of index number.  Presently the string forms of 

emojis are converted to Unicode format using a program sequence and then 

placed in the database with specific order.  

In a real time communication when the recipient gets emojis which are of 

similar types then the Unicode repetitively stored into the same database hence 

using much more storage space. The proposed simple   algorithm    

predominantly focuses on the optimization of storage by deleting similar emojis 

and replacing with index number. Thus the algorithm helps to use less storage in 

an intrinsic  way. This algorithm also checks occurrences of such 

graphical expressions and removes the repeated emojis with consecutive index 

number. We found that this technique saves a large amount of storage space in 

such handheld devices.  We also intended to propose another algorithm which 

machinery like ,”If the incoming message is matching with the emoji Unicode  

it will store to the database once and also store the count of that particular 

Unicode” but we realized  that the earlier one is simpler and faster in execution.  

2.  Related Work 

The paces with which the emojis are being updated are indeed a marveling 
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factor to the digital world. A few of investigators have proven an pragmatic 

study of the modality of emojis habit in people an emerging ubiquitous 

language for expressing emotions, topics, and ideas. Linda Kaye, Stephanie 

Malone, and Helen Wall, famous psychologists intricate their thoughts, in a 

debate paper “Trends in cognitive   sciences
[2]” 

about  emojis and emoticons as 

tools for evaluating how we relate to each other in the digital age.  In 2017 May, 

A delve into based on „through a gender lens
[3]

 An experimental Study of 

Emojis procedure over multi range  Android Users. In this paper they demeanor 

a multi-easured arithmetical study from various aspects of emoji usage, 

including the occurrence, penchants, input prototypes, CMC-scenario sensitive 

patterns, temporal patterns, sentiment patterns and they concluded that there are 

exactly some sexual category differences in emoji practice. Researchers at 

the University of Minnesota have recently published a study investigating the 

potential for miscommunication
 [6]

 using emoji across various platforms, 

networks and devices. 

3. Overview  

While a movement into using inattentive modes of communication such as 

textual messages and emoji, we should scrutinize, arbitrate upon and explore the 

impact this communication based on our ability to connect with each other. 

Providing prominence in emoji as a creative medium we start to take out the 

millions of emoji texts and messages set every day, and what might be emerging 

as a meaning making tool beyond the chat log. Emoji has been stated as visual 

communication language by World Translation Foundation. In visual 

communication each handheld devices store the chat data in their storage space. 

Each emoji have unique Unicode and this Unicode store to the handheld device 

storage space. In the Unicode Standard, each emoji is represented as a "code 

point" (a hexadecimal number) that looks like U+1F063. Emoji dissimilarity 

patterns are a subset of consistent variation sequences, consisting of an emoji 

base go after either by the variation selector U+FE0E or the by U+FE0F. Such 

progressions come in pairs, with the series using U+FE0E shown with a black 

and white text presentation, as forfeited in the Unicode code charts, and with the 

pattern using U+FE0F shown with a multihued icon, as usually seen in emoji 

accomplishments on hand held devices and elsewhere. All chat applications 

associated with an emoji dataset it contains Unicode, meaning, size (4 byte), etc. 

An assortment of Unicode emoji characters are widely presented in the below 

chart with images from different vendors, CLDR name, date, source, and 

keywords. CLDR Data provides the ordering specified emoji versions and its 

base. Emoji sequences comprised of more than one codes point in column 

format. This chart list has 2623 different emojis with their Unicode and the 

appearance of each emoji depends upon the vendors. Above mentioned data 

files are considered for the production usage. Unicode emoji charts version 

5.0 illustrates various features of emoji characters in Unicode and also provide 

when various emoji were added to Unicode and their sources. And also 
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the individual forms of emoji are presently well thought-out to have 

unambiguous gender appearance based on the name and practice for example, 

emoji with Unicode U+1F466 represents boy in the same case girl emoji is 

represented using the Unicode with U+1F467. 

 

Emojis represent things such as faces, weather, vehicles and buildings, food and 

drink, animals and plants, or icons that represent emotions, feelings, or 

activities. All information about these things is shown below: 
 Smileys 

& 

People 

Animals 

& Nature 

Food 

& 

Drink 

Travel 

& 

Places 

Activ

ities 

Obj

ects 

Sy

mb

ols 

Flags Total 

character 297 113 102 198 65 166 193 5 1139 

keycap seq         12 

flag seq        258 258 

tag seq        3 3 

mod seq 510        510 

zwj+gender 43        43 

zwj+skin 160        160 

zwj+gender&s

kin 

195        195 

zwj other 61        62 

Subtotal 1266 133 102 198 65 166 205 267 2382 

typical dup 241        241 

Total 1507 133 102 198 65 166 205 267 2623 
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All emojis have equal storage space because the Unicode‟s are same.  While 

these charts use a particular version of the Unicode Emoji data files, the images 

and format may be updated at any time. We analysis to simplify the emoji 

usage, as in the case when similar and multiple emoji messages are received 

into on handheld device. Different cases when same emojis store repeatedly in a 

one handheld device, As a test case a single user case is being experimented.  

Case1: When Multiple Users Send Birth Day Wishes to Another User 

User_id Date &Time Message  

1 8\1\2017,00.00 
Happy birth day  

2 8\1\2017,00.00 Happy b dayy God bless you  

3 8\1\2017,00.02 Many more happy returns of the day  

4 8\1\2017,07:00 Happy b day  

5 8\1\2017,07:30 
HBdy  

6 8\1\2017,12:05 Happy birth day     

In this case multiple users send wishes to one user at different time with same 

date. The table shows that each text messages have more than one emojis. Here, 

they chose 8 different emojis with unique Unicode and index number 

Emoji Unicode Index no 

 
U+1F382 1695 

 
U+1F60D 13 

 
U+1F389 1936 

 
U+1F388 1935 

 
U+1F60A 10 

 
U+1F451 1498 

 
U+1F381 1945 

 
U+1F64C 1400 

Each handheld devices store the chat data in their storage space. The emojis 

store in the format of Unicode, we know that Unicode has 4 byte, when similar 

and multiple emoji messages are received the Unicode also repeated. So our 

proposed system replaces the Unicode with particular index number(unsigned 

short int)  (2 byte).  Emoji with Unicode U+1F382 is repeated 6 times, that 

means “U+1F382 U+1F382 U+1F382 U+1F382 U+1F382 U+1F382”.  The 

unsigned short int uses lessrer primary memory and processes faster compared 

to other data types. Our proposed algorithm replace the Unicode with their 

index number and it store in a dynamic array also remove the emoji Unicode 

from the message. 
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Case2: Placement of Emojis in Normal Day Wishes When Same User or 

Different Users Having Different Messages 

Userid Date& time Message 

1 8/12/17,6:00 
GoodMorning  

1 8/12/17,6:01 
All the best for your exam  

2 8/12/17,6:30 
Gudmng  

3 8/12/17,7:30 
Good mornig have a nice day  

4 8/12/17,17:17 Good evng  

3 8/12/17,17:17 
Gud evng  

5 8/12/17,18:30 hiii how r u? had dinner??  

1 8/12/17,8:20 Goodnyt  

Here, 19 emojis are used from different or same user_id. All these emojis have 

Unicode‟s with 4 byte size. The need of storage space = 19*4 ie,76. 

Emoji Unicode Index no 

 
U+1F60A 10 

 
U+2615 1705 

 
U+1F44D 1328 

 U+1F31E 1900 

 
U+263A 18 

 U+1F307 1774 

 U+1F64B 726 

 U+1F60B 11 

 U+1F634 36 

Algorithm 
Step 1: msg_id=1 

Step2 :  identify UNICODE of msg_id 

                    //using any searching algorithm 

       If(UNICODE = = E_UNICODE) 

        //based on standard Emoji     

           Unicode chart    

           {// Declare index_no as unsigned short 

 

              return index_no 

                     //index_no store to dynamically  

                       allocated multidimensional  

                        Array using i and j 

              int i,j=0; 

              i=msg_id-1;  

              array[i][j]=index_no; 

               j++;  
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              delete emoji from the main table 

            } 

         Iterate to  Step2 

      Else 

          If(new messages are received) 

             { 

                msg_id=msg_id+1; 

              Iterate to  Step2 

              } 

Step 3: stop 

Flow chart 

 

          

        Start 

int msg_id=1 

       If  
UNICODE   

==                               

E_UNICOD
E 

Return   index_no 

int i,j=0;                           

i=msg_id; 

    array[i][j]=index_no; 

j++; 

 

     msg_id=msg_id+1; 

 

   Free E_UNICODE 

Input UNICODE 

If new msgs 
are received 

       Stop 
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Solution: case 2 

Our proposed algorithm based on msg_id for identifying each messages. In 

case2 shows different messages or emojis are used in a normal day and the 

emojis are removed because the proposed system stores the emojis in a dynamic 

array with their index number. The below table contains a list of messages with 

msg_id: 
Msg_id Message 

1 GoodMorning** 

2 All the best for your exam** 

3 Gudmng **** 

4 Good mornig**have a nice day* 

5 Good evng* 

6 Gud evng** 

7 Hiii*how r u? *had dinner??* 

8 Goodnyt** 

Dynamic Array with emoji Unicode index (proposed storage) number: 
1705 10 

1328 1328 

10 10 10 10 

1900 1900 18 

1774 

18 10 

726 10 11 

36 36 36 

4. Conclusion 

Emojis are everywhere, a conversation cannot complete   without have an emoji 

because of textual content can be misunderstood or misinterpreted. We feel these 

type of graphical image based communication has got enough significance in 

technological and psychological studies as well. We hope this approach is a 

humble stepping stone for such elaborated research.  

In future the enhanced mode of algorithm can be developed in order to evade 

redundancy in the storage. 
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